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Upcoming Events
LinkedIn Classes Harper College 3
hands-on sessions.
December 20, 9-12:30
Register here.
Fox Valley Business
Network - December 4,
8AM - Burnt Toast,
Randall Rd. Elgin.

Hangouts!
Just the other day, I
scheduled a get-to know
you meeting with
someone with whom I
could become a referral
partner. She lives in
Mattson, I live in Elgin (if
you aren't in Chicago, that
is an hour drive to halfway!) We used Google
Hangouts. So much time
and energy was saved. Google just offered up some Hangout
updates. read more.

What you may have missed!
Become more authentic!
There are two things that help validate your authenticity - a website
and a LinkedIn company page. Find out more about how to create
your company page on LinkedIn. Read More.

Twitter
Did you jump on board?
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If a friend shared this with
you, add yourself to our list.

Cloud Filing
Always have your stuff
when you need it with
Dropbox. Sign up for
free! Click Here

After watching the rise and fall of the
Facebook public offerings, were you
more cautious about Twitter? Twitter
had a fantastic first day rise, but not
anywhere near what happened during
the dot com bubble. Read more.

Blogging
Do you spend your valuable time creating a blog article?
If you have spent any time writing a blog article,
you know that it can be a labor of love OR if
you read my article from last newsletter, a bit
of blood, sweat and tears. Find out how to keep
from getting scraped. Read more.
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Let us know how we can help you optimize your social media presence!
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